
HISTORICAL CENTRE OF KINNA C - AROUND 1960 (1:5000)

INTRODUCTION AIM OF THE PROJECT

This project focuses on rearranging the main public
spaces in Kinna, a town of approximately 8000
inhabitants located in Västergötland, western Sweden.

According to the interviews conducted with the
inhabitants of Mark, among others with a high school
student, youth in the community center, politicians of
the Kommun, employees of the city office and residents
encountered on the streets of Mark, one can notice
dissatisfaction with the current state of public places
and difficulties in delineating a clear center of Mark
between Kinna, Skene and Örby, which are considered
the urban area of Mark. During the weeks of analysis
and design steps I familiarised with the current
situation and residents' needs, so I was able to pinpoint
the areas that needed intervention.

Kinna's residents expressed the most dissatisfaction of
the town's offer, emphasizing that most of their social
meetings are organized at home, not in public places,
despite the revitalisations carried out in the last 20
years. People enjoy their place of residence and the
tranquility that this small town offers, but would love to
have more opportunities to spend their free time
outside the home. These are the reasons why I chose
Kinna to start the Re-Creation project in.

The chosen area going from Kinna Station
until Main Square has a great potential. It
was supposed to be an attractive area, but
encountered some problems during the
design process - lack of cooperation
between the municipality and architects
resulted in a slightly inconsistent, unfriendly
track that barely encourages visitors.

The project focuses on renovation and
transformation of public spaces. It includes
defining the new, visible centre of the area -
rearranging, restructuring the outsides and
giving residents a chance to experience a
calm, attractive public space to spend time
in, regardless of age or interests. It’s not
about building a completely new city centre,
but mainly to create a cosy microclimate of
the area with meeting spaces. The
implementation of the greenery, small
architecture and restricting car traffic would
significantly increase the attractiveness of the
area. Defining the central part of Kinna may
also result in the town's notoriety due to
sustainable changes.

RE-CREATION
BRINGING LIFE TO KINNA'S MAIN PUBLIC SPACES

CURRENT CENTRE OF KINNA C - 2022 (1:5000) RECENT RENOVATION OF PAVING - 2012 (1:5000)
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A PLACE TO CELEBRATE
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INTERVENTIONS PLAN
SCALE 1:2500

LEGEND OF SYMBOLS:

The interventions should result in residents having a safe, calm, green space with
suitable and needed services all year long, adapted to all age ranges. The project
should significantly develop connections between Kinna’s inhabitants and their well-
being, but also the attractiveness and utility of the area, water infiltration and protection
against harsh weather conditions.

#1 LACK OF GREENERY

Concrete and stone floorings around the
city centre evoke a feeling of coolness in
the guests. By introducing more greenery
to the area the microclimate of the place
and air humidity improve.

#3 HEAVY CAR TRAFFIC

Unrestricted car traffic increases the risk
of danger to pedestrians, who should be
the most important in this type of place.
Reducing it will greatly increase the
human-friendliness of Kinna town centre.

#2 STORMWATER RUNOFF

On account of mostly impenetrable
paving in the area of Kinna centrum,
there is a high risk of great amounts of
water accumulating causing local
flooding during heavy rains after
droughts. Those situations are becoming
more and more frequent due to climate
changes. Introducing permeable surfaces
would spread the water absorption over
larger surfaces.

#4 LACK OF SERVICES IN THE PARK
AREA

Walking from the transport hub to the
centre, pedestrians encounter a beautiful
park, which, however, does not offer any
services to make the time more pleasant
or warm you up on cold days. The
introduction of a small cafe will make the
time of the pedestrians visiting the park
more pleasant.

LED SOLAR STREET LIGHTS

RECYCLING TRASH BINS

BIKE RACKS FOR 6
BIKES WITH SEATING

BENCHES AND TABLE SETS
FROM SWEDISH PINE WOOD

INTERVENTIONS
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A PLACE TO CHERISH THE NATURE



grey paving - walking path - recycled from current paving

existing grass

existing asphalt

grass - urban meadow - new planting

water - recreation fountain h=10cm

tree, existing, not moved

tree, existing, to be moved - current location

tree, existing, moved - new location

tree, new planting - suggested types: Acer platanoides; Sorbus spp

(left) parking space 250x500cm
(right) parking space for people with disabilities 360x500cm

round bench - swedish pine wood - r=300cm, h=40cm

exterior table with chairs - swedish pine wood

street light, h=300cm

recycle waste bin

section line

regular bench - swedish pine wood - 200x50cm, h=40cm

recreational shed construction - swedish pine wood

bicycle rack (6 bikes) with seating - swedish pine wood

water infiltrating concrete slabs 60-70% biologically active surface

warm grey paving - bus road - recycled from current paving

A PLACE TO EAT YOUR
KANELBULLE

This place can be considered as
the "main entrance" to the main
square area with lots of services
around it. The project introduces
picnic tables and benches in the
sun and shade, offering a place
to sit in the sun with coffee, fresh
cake or just with other residents
in the nice, green area.

An important characteristic
about this place is withdrawing
car flow - here the pavement
being the most privileged route,
which increases safety and
silence around.

“Trees make places
work, look and feel
better. As well as

playing a role in climate
proofing our

neighbourhoods and
supporting human
health and

environmental well-
being, trees can also
help to create conditions
for economic success.”
(Trees & Design Action Group,

2021)

A PLACE TO WALK WITH
YOUR COFFEE

Stationsparken is a great place
to relax and spend time with
your friends, family or even
alone, listening to the nature
sounds. Although, introduction
of a coffee point would make the
area more attractive, as it gives
an opportunity to get warm and
spend more time in the nature. It
can result in the park being an
essential new meeting point in
the area, as it is close to a big
communication hub.
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tree, existing, not moved

tree, existing, to be moved - current location

tree, existing, moved - new location

tree, new planting - suggested: Acer platanoides; Sorbus spp

(left) parking space 250x500cm
(right) parking space for people with disabilities 360x500cm

section line

LEGEND OF SYMBOLS:

A PLACE TO CELEBRATE

This is the Main Square part of
central Kinna. As a public space,
it should serve many different
purposes depending on the
needs of the city and residents.
New greenery and flat flooring
combined gives an opportunity
to arrange the area and organise
social events in a cosy
environment, such as Christmas
Market, small concerts, summer
meetings. It is a safe area
connecting essential city services
and public transport.

A PLACE TO LET THE
WATER GO ITS WAY

This parking lot, as well as the
one on the eastern side of the
area, are currently covered in
asphalt, which is an
impermeable surface. These
types of services result in low
water soaking in the area, which
may cause local small floodings,
damage, "street rivers" and
overall dryness of the soil
around.

Introducing permeable surfaces,
that are 60-70% biologically
active, gives water a chance to
make a full cycle of circulation in
nature and keep the area moist.

A PLACE TO CHERISH
THE NATURE
The characteristics of this part
are mainly high humidity and a
large percentage of the
biologically active surface.
Introducing water fountains
(accessible to human use),
different types of greenery, urban
meadow and lots of seating and
picnic space makes this area
visibly cosy and attractive to relax
in. It is accessible to everyone,
diverse and separated from
unpleasant town rush.

PLAN VIEW, SCALE 1:600
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SECTION, SCALE 1:300

grey paving - walking path - recycled from current paving

existing grass

existing asphalt

grass - urban meadow - new planting

water - recreation fountain h=10cm

tree, existing, not moved

tree, existing, to be moved - current location

tree, existing, moved - new location

tree, new planting - suggested types: Acer platanoides; Sorbus spp

(left) parking space 250x500cm
(right) parking space for people with disabilities 360x500cm

round bench - swedish pine wood - r=300cm, h=40cm

exterior table with chairs - swedish pine wood

street light, h=300cm

recycle waste bin

regular bench - swedish pine wood - 200x50cm, h=40cm

recreational shed construction - swedish pine wood

bicycle rack (6 bikes) with seating - swedish pine wood

water infiltrating concrete slabs 60-70% biologically active surface

warm grey paving - bus road - recycled from current paving

round bench - swedish pine wood - r=300cm, h=40cm

exterior table with chairs - swedish pine wood

street light, h=300cm

recycle waste bin

regular bench - swedish pine wood - 200x50cm, h=40cm

recreational shed construction - swedish pine wood

bicycle rack (6 bikes) with seating - swedish pine wood

detour for cars during daytime (6-22)


